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Pure Theoretical Science, . Best described as the three basic degrees; BS = Bull Sh., MBS = More Bull Sh. 

And PHD = Piled Higher and Deeper. With the Cosmos Thinkers being the biggest stinkers My further 

thoughts can be best described as. 
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Above by Dejano23 

Chapter One- Early Religions, with a good example being the Ancient Egyptians/Nubians. The world of 

accepted thought and practice was wholly the domain of the Priesthood. All Science both speculative 

and applied/engineering where under their strict control. And if you had a good idea, it became 

theirs…good bye and good luck. Earth was Flat, Stars were mysterious Gods, same with the Sun and the 

Moon, etc etc . 

Chapter Two- Early Roman Catholic Church, coveted ALL official Schooling. The Priests and Penguins 

ruled. Those who graduated did not have to join the order, at least not at first. However, what the Pope 

says GOES. Lots of burned flesh and stretched necks to prove his points, AND BONUS, all in the name of 

GOD! Earth was Flat, center of the Universe, all revolved about us. Big Bang theory expressed openly 

and clearly in Old Testament, as accepted in part by Christianity … see Genesis and Apollo Eight Xmas 

Story from Space. 

http://dejano23.deviantart.com/
http://dejano23.deviantart.com/art/prometheus-and-god-313679402
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Chapter Three- The Renaissance period; Earth was now round, still center of the Universe, all revolved 

about us. Still barely outside clutches of Religion. Scholars still had to beware. Step too far, then 

ruination was your future, Mister Smarty Pants! 

Chapter Four- The New World, and clash of Cultures; relative reinforcement relative to so called savages 

who probably knew more via their simpler and more earthy belief systems, than we did at the time. Yes 

we were still the center of the Universe. Genesis still leads the way. 

Chapter Five- Open rebellion against the Church. Ahhh the Industrial Age in full early bloom. Even a 

system founded on Atheistic Doctrine popped out. Yup we are still just a spec of dust in a big gas cloud 

of stars. No other planets except in our system. 

Chapter SIX- 

Do you notice something? One thing not so obvious, is the religious nature of Science. Always had been 

in the beginning, and now still is, although not as obvious as in the Holly Roman Senatorial Catholic Days 

of Yore. Perhaps even cult like. Ouch that was nasty of me! Today? 

Still a rather exclusive and still cult like profession. Engineering has fully split, and does all the effective 

applied things, while pure Cosmos Science tips up their noses and stares arrogantly, at the stars still. Still 

now making strong and stubborn assumptions, only to become litter on that winding road of time, as 

one wrong assumption gets replaced by another and another. It was just recently that we discovered 

there were other galaxies that we thought were once stars, and yes there are now apparently other 

Planets too! BUT Genesis still holds true, yes the BIG BANG. From a little PEA, really??? Problem is we 

keep on discovering more and more Galaxies, and still continue to arrogantly date the entire Universe. 

The big bang bank on it theory is part of a known quantity, as in how big the Universe should? Be? Not 

infinite? No Yes? What? I hear some Priests screaming “Burn Witch” if you now do not believe in the 

Holy Holy Big Bang!!! 

What will they do if they find out they have been wrong? Wrong about all of it? Yet again?! These 

people, these mortals, that really know far less, but say they are on the top of the heap of science and 

applied science. 

We can go faster than the speed of Light, the Universe is actually infinite, and we finally realize we are 

still just looking at it from our centrist perspective, ALL these centuries?! 

Etc, etc, ad infinitum, more litter for the highway Rats to chew on. 

and then there is some fantasy like this .... So? He says What is the true nature of the Cosmos? It is 

resonance? The closed cycle of life BUT never fully dying or neither birthed A cyclical sine wave for all 

eternity/infinity. Adding it's background radiated signature, as plasma pulses in time with the endless 

cycle of endless dimensions? The Universe expands then contracts but never fully in either direction 

FOREVER Chew on that one Prometheus. 
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A FOOT NOTE RANT, on Light Speed; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_of_light 

Remember Einstein? and his "you can't go faster than the speed of light?! "...  right?    Well, let me ask 

you this.  Did he not declare it all RELATIVE?   So here is the question, how fast relatively speaking are 

two space ships going, when they are going at 0.99 of the speed of light, in opposite directions, and 

relative to a galaxy also speeding about or expanding [or contracting at say .01 of the speed of light] 

Well relative to each other, could they not be going at nearly twice the speed of light.  In addition, 

what is their speed relative to anything in the Unverse.  How do the Space Ships appear to one 

another [if of course they could somehow see the other ship ... but not likely]?  

Also with the two ships we are considering Velocity, right?  a scalar quantity 

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/physics/one-dimensional-motion/displacement-velocity-

time/v/calculating-average-velocity-or-speed  
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More Xetobyte 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_of_light
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/physics/one-dimensional-motion/displacement-velocity-time/v/calculating-average-velocity-or-speed
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/physics/one-dimensional-motion/displacement-velocity-time/v/calculating-average-velocity-or-speed
https://www.facebook.com/Xetobyte-213102698786397/
http://xetobyte.deviantart.com/
http://www.smealltech.com/papers/time.gif

